Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A generic medicinal product is considered to be therapeutically equivalent to the innovator. To be registered, one or more so-called bioequivalence studies are required to demonstrate that the 90 % confidence interval (CI) for the generic/innovator ratios of the area under the drug concentration-time curve (AUC) and the maximum concentration (C~max~) is within the range of 80--125 % \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. This acceptance range of 80--125 % can be widened based on a scaled approach for C~max~ up to 69.84--143.19 % for highly variable drugs or can be tightened to 90--111.11 % for narrow therapeutic index drugs (NTIDs).

At present, for most active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), multiple generic products have been approved in the Netherlands, and regular switches from one generic product to another are seen in clinical practice. From a regulator's perspective, generic-generic drug switching is unlikely to impact treatment, as all generic formulations have been shown to be bioequivalent to the innovator product, and thus, the deviation of drug exposure between generic products should be limited \[[@CR5]\]. Based on that, generic products are considered to be sufficiently comparable to each other. However, current regulation does not require bioequivalence studies between different generic formulations. In fact, in theory, a "drift" may appear upon generic-generic drug substitution, meaning that generic formulations that are bioequivalent to the innovator drug, respectively, may not be bioequivalent to each other \[[@CR6]\]. This potential problem is due to the acceptance range for generic product registration (90 % CIs of AUC and C~max~ ratios within the 80--125 % range), which allows small variations in exposure between generic and innovator drugs. Thus, if one generic product has a higher and another has a lower exposure level than the innovator drug, the difference between the generic drugs will be reinforced, potentially leading to bio-inequivalence between them. In addition, the possibility of the occurrence of bio-inequivalence between generic drugs is also shown in theoretical Monte Carlo simulation studies \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. Therefore, investigation into this generic-generic drug comparability is warranted.

In light of the discussion about the drift upon generic drug substitutions, we have previously conducted indirect comparisons to evaluate generic-generic drug interchangeability using gabapentin and topiramate as test medications \[[@CR9]\]. As a result, in general, bioequivalence between the different generic gabapentin and topiramate formulations was demonstrated. These interstudy comparison results were subsequently confirmed and validated by a clinical bioequivalence study using multiple generic formulations of gabapentin \[[@CR10]\]. Furthermore, in the public domain, the comparability and safety of generic immunosuppressants, typically in transplantation medicines, are hot topics of discussion \[[@CR11]--[@CR17]\]. Therefore, this study is conducted to investigate the acceptability of generic-generic drug interchangeability for a broad spectrum of medicines as well as immunosuppressants based on the bioequivalence studies submitted for registration.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Drug selection {#Sec3}
--------------

For this study, only orally administrated tablets or capsules with systemic action were considered relevant. The database at Dutch medicine regulatory agency was used for drug selection and data collection. To avoid a selection bias, a period of January 1 to May 9, 2008 was predefined to create a cohort, which contains all APIs that had at least one generic formulation (tablets or capsules) registered during this period, regardless of the type of registration procedure. Second, the identified APIs were ordered according to the registration date starting from January 1, 2008. In order to largely predict the interchangeability of currently marketed generic drugs, it was predefined to select the first six APIs from the initial cohort that had more generic drugs registered after January 1, 2008 (until June 8, 2010). In addition to this predefined selection, we also decided to investigate cyclosporine, tacrolimus, and mycophenolate mofetil as test immunosuppressants, triggered by the debate in the field on generic drugs from this class. For all selected APIs, bioequivalence studies in the registration files of generic formulations before January 1, 2012 were retrieved from the Dutch medicine regulatory agency's database.

Data analysis {#Sec4}
-------------

Adjusted indirect comparisons between generic products containing the same API were conducted. This method has been well used in this kind of research, since it allows an estimation of the 90 % CI based on an interstudy comparison. The major limitation is that the uncertainty (i.e., standard error) of the indirect comparison is larger than the standard error of any of the studies under comparison, which is expected to be also larger than the standard error in case two generic drugs are directly compared in a study. It therefore leads to an overestimation of the differences between generic drugs (i.e., broader 90 % CIs than calculated in a direct comparison). Thus, the adjusted indirect comparison method is considered as a conservative approach and is expected to provide reliable results in the case that the adjusted indirect comparison indicates the 90 % CIs within the acceptance range of 80--125 %, as verified by an in vivo bioequivalence study \[[@CR10]\]. In addition, analogous to the method used in the direct comparison, the chosen indirect comparison method is an average bioequivalence approach, which allows to compare the results of the indirect comparisons with the results of in vivo bioequivalence studies, because this is the criterion used for the studies for generic drug registration. Thus, this method is preferred over other methods recommended in literature based on population and individual bioequivalence approach \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\] and scaled average bioequivalence approach \[[@CR20]\].

The indirect comparisons were only made between two generic formulations when their bioequivalence studies used the same dose, design, and conditions (i.e., either fasting/fed and/or either crossover/parallel). In line with recommendations by Gwaza et al.\[[@CR21]\], a pragmatic method based on *t* test was used (see the algorithm below). This method has been shown to give comparable results as the homoscedastic method. All analyses were performed using Excel, Microsoft Office 2010®.

### Algorithms {#Sec5}

All calculations were based on *ln*-transformed data. The ratios between two generic formulations (G2/G1) for AUC (AUC~0-t~ for single dose studies and AUC~Ʈ~ for one dosing interval at steady state for multiple-dose studies) and C~max~ were calculated by subtraction of the *ln*-transformed generic/innovator ratios in one bioequivalence study (R~BE1~) from the ratios in another bioequivalence study (R~BE2~), which gives the adjusted difference between G1 and G2:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The 90 % CIs were calculated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The standard errors from the ANOVA model in the bioequivalence studies (SE~1~ and SE~2~) were used to estimate the standard error (SE~(d)~) in the indirect comparison of G2 and G1. Degrees of freedom (*d.f.*) were estimated as the sum of subjects from the two bioequivalence studies (n~1~ and n~2~) minus two, and student's *t* distribution t-percentiles *t(d.f.)* were used. The exponentiated results from Eqs. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} and [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""} were used to judge bioequivalence between generics.

### Definition of bioequivalence {#Sec6}

The European Medicines Agency (EMA) guidelines \[[@CR2], [@CR22]\] regarding bioequivalence were followed, i.e., 90 % CIs for both AUC and C~max~ of a generic drug with immediate release properties should meet the 80--125 % criterion. Further guidance on NTIDs was adhered for cyclosporine, tacrolimus, and mycophenolate mofetil \[[@CR23]\]. The tightened acceptance range of 90--111 % was applied for both AUC and C~max~ for cyclosporine, and only AUC for tacrolimus. Bioequivalence of generic mycophenolate mofetil was demonstrated based on the plasma concentration of mycophenolic acid, and the 80--125 % criterion was followed.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Following the selection criteria, atorvastatin, bicalutamide, naratriptan, olanzapine, perindopril, and venlafaxine were included for this study. Further, the immunosuppressants cyclosporine, tacrolimus, and mycophenolate mofetil were included. Overall, eight of the selected APIs were immediate release formulations, whereas one, i.e., venlafaxine, was an extended release formulation.

Clinical bioequivalence studies {#Sec8}
-------------------------------

For the selected 9 APIs, 115 brands of generic drugs were identified, which were registered based on 120 bioequivalence studies in total (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). A number of different brands of generic products were registered based on the same dossier, i.e., the same bioequivalence study(ies). The generic/innovator ratios for AUC and C~max~ in the 120 studies ranged from 90.0 to 116.7 % and from 87.7 to 118.5 %, respectively. The mean absolute deviation of the ratios from 100 % in this set of generics was 4.5 % for AUC and 5.1 % for C~max~, respectively. The ranges of the lower and upper boundary of the 90 % CIs for AUC and C~max~ over the available bioequivalence studies are summarized for every API and strength in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1A summary of selected generic drugs and bioequivalence studies (ranges of 90 % CIs for AUC and C~max~) in the studyAPIs (dosage form)Generic brands (*n* = 115)Strengths (mg)Generics (*n* = 354)Year of studiesStudy strength (mg)BE studies (*n* = 120)Design90 % CI for AUC90 % CI for C~max~The range of LL (%)The range of UL (%)The range of LL (%)The range of UL (%)Atorvastatin (IR)1810182006--2010404CrossoverSingle-doseFasting90.0--98.099.0--107.789.0--97.9108.0--123.42018302401880794.5--112.2106.3--121.588.3--104.6107.1--123.66018011Bicalutamide (IR)1850182004--2010506CrossoverSingle-doseFasting84.5--100.596.0--112.583.4--99.692.2--108.79Parallel85.8--100.3102.5--122.890.0--99.1104.0--113.91505150\*1Crossover100.1^**†**^120.0^**†**^100.2^**†**^111.1^**†**^1Parallel97.0^**†**^124.1^**†**^100.0^**†**^121.7^**†**^Ciclosporine (IR)32532001--20021002CrossoverSingle-doseFasting84.8--93.098.0--109.081.0--90.0101.5--109.05031003Mycophenolate mofetil (IR)1025082005--20102504CrossoverSingle-doseFasting96.6--98.3102.3--105.792.2--93.5109.8--111.950010500692.2--101.9100.3--108.387.7--94.2106.0--116.5Naratriptan (IR)72.572004--20102.56CrossoverSingle-doseFasting92.8--100.098.6--108.090.0--97.4101.8--114.2Olanzapine (IR)202.5192002--201056CrossoverSingle-doseFasting86.1--97.797.5--106.584.2--96.796.6--106.65207.51910993.7--101.2101.2--119.291.0--103.5102.0--116.11020151615394.7--99.0103.6--110.388.4--91.699.3--117.02016Perindopril (IR)122122004--20092\*1CrossoverSingle-doseFasting100.2^**†**^106.8^**†**^98.8^**†**^112.8^**†**^4124490.7--99.798.1--109.688.0--97.0100.0--110.98128794.9--102.3102.0--111.689.1--99.1109.6--123.6Tacrolimus (IR)80.582007--20100.52CrossoverSingle-doseFasting91.5--101.5105.9--108.090.2--103.096.8--120.818585393.1--99.2103.6--110.991.7--110.6111.5--121.0Venlafaxine (ER)1937.5,192002--200937.52CrossoverSingle-doseFasting92.2--98.7104.4--116.984.6--94.795.0--107.52Fed95.2--98.1110.0--107.292.3--99.1107.6--112.375,19754Single-doseFasting86.5--110.4104.4--121.089.8--112.5100.8--124.84Fed92.3--103.5103.5--116.087.1--101.498.1--112.2150194Multiple-doseFed98.5--104.0113.6--118.095.3--110.7106.8--124.61507Single-doseFasting93.9--106.3104.3--121.084.2--109.596.3--121.622529Fed87.8--107.7101.1--119.082.7--108.397.9--123.36Multiple-doseFed90.9--111.0102.0--122.085.7--109.0107.2--118.0225\*1Single-doseFed98.0^**†**^118.9^**†**^97.0^**†**^116.4^**†**^*APIs* active pharmaceutical ingredients, *IR* immediate release, *ER* extended release, *BE* bioequivalence, *CI* confidence interval, *LL* the lower limits of 90 % CI, *UL* the upper limits of 90 % CI\*Only one bioequivalence study is available with such study design. † Actual ratios and 90 % CIs are recorded

Adjusted indirect comparisons between generic drugs {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------------

In total, 292 indirect comparisons between generic drugs were conducted based on 116 bioequivalence studies. Four bioequivalence studies could not be used as they were the only bioequivalence study for a specific strength of APIs (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In 80.5 % (235 out of 292) of the comparisons, the 90 % CIs for both AUC and C~max~ fell within the 80--125 % (or 90--111 %) acceptance range. In 90.1 % (263 out of 292) and in 87.0 % (254 out of 292) of the comparisons, the estimated 90 % CIs were within the predefined acceptance range for AUC and C~max~, respectively (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2A summary of the results in cases where bioequivalence in generic-generic comparisons (90 % CIs for AUC and C~max~) was not demonstratedAPIs (dosage form)Study strength (mg)G-G comparisons (*n* = 292)Study design90 % CI for AUC90 % CI for C~max~Outside margin\* (*n* = 29)Ranges (%)Outside margin\* (*n* = 38)Ranges (%)LLULExceeding^‡^LLULExceeding^‡^Atorvastatin (IR)406CrossoverSingle-doseFasting0------177.0^**†**^103.8^**†**^3.080210------977.0--98.6103.4--131.30.4--6.3Bicalutamide (IR)5015CrossoverSingle-doseFasting1104.4^**†**^127.5^**†**^2.5379.8--109.590.3--126.30.2--1.336Parallel1674.0--103.596.6--131.10.1--6.10------Cyclosporine (IR)1001CrossoverSingle-doseFasting1 ^Δ^99.7^**†**^123.1^**†**^12.1 ^Δ^1 ^Δ^94.5^**†**^126.4^**†**^15.4^Δ^Mycophenolate mofetil (IR)2506CrossoverSingle-doseFasting0------0------500150------279.4--79.8106.1--110.20.2--0.6Naratriptan (IR)2.515CrossoverSingle-doseFasting0------0------Olanzapine (IR)515CrossoverSingle-doseFasting0------0------10360------0------1530------179.4^**†**^103.6^**†**^0.6Perindopril (IR)46CrossoverSingle-doseFasting0------0------8210------2Tacrolimus (IR)0.51CrossoverSingle-doseFasting1 ^Δ^98.3^**†**^115.0^**†**^4.0^Δ^176.8^**†**^91.2^**†**^3.2532 ^Δ^86.6--89.1101.6--101.80.9--3.4^Δ^1102.9^**†**^127.2^**†**^2.2Venlafaxine (ER)37.51CrossoverSingle-doseFasting0------0------1Fed0------0------756Single-doseFasting379.2--100.291.6--134.10.8--9.1274.4--76.886.7--92.83.2--5.66Fed0------0------6Multiple-doseFed0------179.3^**†**^93.1^**†**^0.715021Single-doseFasting0------471.8--110.484.9--130.32.8--7.236Fed3105.7--109.9129.0--130.54.0--5.5870.2--112.586.9--140.103.--8.815Multiple-doseFed2111.2--111.9127.6--129.62.6--4.6299.0--103.3127.5--131.42.5--6.4*APIs* active pharmaceutical ingredients, I*R* immediate release, *ER* extended release, *BE* bioequivalence, *G-G* generic and generic, *CI* confidence interval, *LL* the lower limits of 90 % CI, *UL* the upper limits of 90 % CI\*The margin is 80--125 %,^Δ^ for some cases 90--111 % margin is applied. † Actual ratios and 90 % CIs are recorded for single G-G comparisons. ‡The percentages of the maximum exceeding of the boundary are recorded, compared to the margin of 80--125 % (or 90--111 %)

### Area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) {#Sec10}

The estimated generic/generic ratios for AUC ranged from 84.2 to 120.4 % (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The mean absolute deviation of the ratios from 100 % in this set of generic drugs was 5.4 %. The individual lower and upper boundaries of 90 % CIs for AUC varied in the ranges of 72.9--111.9 and 91.6--134.1 %, respectively (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Calculated ratios of generic-generic drug comparisons for **a** AUC and **b** C~max~ (*n* = 292). *Dots in blue* represent the generic/generic ratios (*Y*-axis) at every comparison group (the same design with the same strength of APIs) (*X*-axis) for which the 90 % CIs were within the acceptance ranges; *circles in black* represent for the ratios of their 90 % CIs outside the margin. At the *X*-axis, the group is labeled by API, strength and the study design if not single dose, fasting or crossoverFig. 2Boxplots of the calculated generic/generic ratios and 90 % CIs for **a** AUC and **b** C~max~ for each API (*n* = 292). The *boxplot in yellow and in blue* represents the distribution of upper and lower boundary of 90 % CIs for every API (*X*-axis), respectively. The *boxplot in green* represents the ratios. *Reference lines* (*red*) represent limits of the acceptance range required by the EMA

All generic-generic 90 % CIs for AUC were within the 80--125 % acceptance criterion for atorvastatin, mycophenolate mofetil, naratriptan, olanzapine, and perindopril. For relatively few comparisons (29 out of 292, see Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), 90 % CIs for generic-generic AUC ratios did not meet the 80--125 % (or 90--111 %) criterion. The level by which the margin of 80 or 125 % (or 90 or 111 %) was exceeded ranged from 0.1 to 12.1 %. Twenty-six of these 29 cases did not exceed a wider range of 75--133 % (or 80--125 %). Thus, overall, in 1 % of the 292 indirect comparisons for AUC~t~, a wider range of 75--133 % (or 80--125 %) was exceeded.

### Maximum plasma concentration (C~max~) {#Sec11}

The generic/generic ratios for C~max~ ranged from 78.1 to 124.5 % (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) based on the indirect comparisons. The mean absolute deviation of the ratios from 100 % in this set of generic drugs was 6.1 %. The individual lower and upper boundaries of 90 % CIs for C~max~ ranged from 70.2 to 112.5 % and from 84.9 to 140.1 %, respectively. Similar with the situation for AUC, in the majority of generic-generic drug comparisons, a 90 % CI for C~max~ within the acceptance ranges was obtained (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). A 90 % CI exceeding the 80--125 % margin (or 90--111 %) was observed for 38 of the 292 comparisons (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The level by which the margin of 80 or 125 % (or 90 or 111 %) was exceeded ranged from 0.1 to 15.4 %. Twenty-nine of these 38 cases did not exceed a wider range of 75--133 % (or 80--125 %). Thus, overall, in 3 % of the 292 indirect comparisons for C~max~, a wider range of 75--133 % (or 80--125 %) was exceeded.

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

Based on the presented results, bioequivalence between generic drugs can be concluded in 80.5 % of the cases. In 90.1 % of the comparisons, the 90 % CI of the ratios was within the 80--125 % (or 90--111 %) range for AUC and in 87.0 % for C~max~. Although bioequivalence was not formally demonstrated in 19.5 % of the cases with 90 % CIs outside the 80--125 % (or 90--111 %) margin (either AUC or C~max~), bio-inequivalence, potentially resulting in clinical consequences, was not demonstrated either. In this investigation, the adjusted indirect comparison combines the variability from both bioequivalence studies (Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Therefore, the comparison results generally yield broader 90 % CIs for AUC and C~max~ between generic drugs, compared to the 90 % CIs obtained in actual clinical bioequivalence studies \[[@CR9], [@CR21]\]. According to Glenny et al. \[[@CR24]\], the SE of the indirect estimate can be expected to be about 1.41 larger than that of the direct estimate. This suggests that when the 90 % CIs are obtained just outside the 80--125 % (or 90--111 %) margin (for instance within a wider range of 75--133 %, or 80--125 %), the actual 90 % CIs in a direct comparison situation of a bioequivalence study may well be within the acceptance range. Therefore, a failure of showing bioequivalence in our study does not demonstrate that the investigated generic drugs are not bioequivalent. In addition, the study results show that only 3 cases (1.0 %, *n* = 292) for AUC and 9 cases (3.1 %, *n* = 292) for C~max~ can be considered as extreme cases, i.e., exceeding the wider 75--133 % (or 80--125 %) criterion. Although our results cannot fully eliminate uncertainty regarding generic-generic interchangeability, since formal bioequivalence between generics was not demonstrated in all cases, no cases of bio-inequivalence were noted in our comparisons.

Potential clinical relevance of observed differences for AUC and C~max~ {#Sec13}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Overall, the generic/generic ratios and 90 % CIs for C~max~ showed a larger variation than AUC in every API, and more estimations yielded 90 % CIs outside the acceptance criterion for C~max~. C~max~ is generally considered to be less critical than AUC for concluding therapeutic equivalence \[[@CR23], [@CR25]\]. In most cases, the requirement for C~max~ aims to regulate the safety profile of the generic formulations. It suggests that in most cases, clinical consequences are not expected when bioequivalence cannot be demonstrated for C~max~ with a relatively small magnitude of difference. For this reason, regulatory authorities (e.g., EMA and FDA) allow using a widened acceptance range for C~max~ for highly variable drugs \[[@CR26], [@CR25]\]. Specific API-related issues on the clinical relevance of 90 % CIs outside the 80--125 % margin (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) are discussed below.

### Atorvastatin {#Sec14}

For atorvastatin, deviations from the 80--125 % criterion were only seen for C~max~ (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Bio-inequivalence was not indicated in our comparisons. As discussed above, atorvastatin is a well-known highly variable drug (i.e., intrasubject variability \>30 %), so a widened acceptance range (75--133 %) may be used \[[@CR27]\]. Although the intrasubject variability is not known for the specific bioequivalence studies, this possibility suggests that exceeding of the 80--125 % may not be clinically relevant per se. Further, the magnitude of all exceeded cases was relatively small, i.e., within the range of 75--133 %, which supports that these cases are unlikely to be clinically relevant. In the literature, generic atorvastatin products have been shown to have comparable treatment outcomes with the innovator drug and were well-tolerated \[[@CR28]\], and no significant differences in efficacy, adverse events, and patient management were seen upon clinical substitution \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\].

### Bicalutamide {#Sec15}

The elimination half-life of bicalutamide is very long (5--6 days) \[[@CR31]\]. In patients, bicalutamide is given daily (50 mg tablet), after which an increase of the plasma concentration by 10-fold occurs as a consequence of the long half-life. As a result, the difference in C~max~ in single dose exposure between the generics is expected to be limited in actual clinical treatments. In addition, the 16 cases of 90 % CIs for AUC outside the 80--125 % margin appeared only in the comparisons of parallel studies. As the 90 % CIs are wider in a parallel design study due to intersubject variability, the likelihood of obtaining such 90 % CIs outside the margin is higher for this type of study. Further, despite this increased likelihood, the magnitude of all exceeded cases was relatively small, i.e., within the range of 75--133 %, which suggests that these cases may not be clinically relevant.

### Cyclosporine {#Sec16}

For cyclosporine, both generic formulations were registered based on the 80--125 % criterion, because they were registered before the EMA requirements on narrowed acceptance ranges for this drug \[[@CR23]\] came into force. However, one of the two bioequivalence studies as support for registration of the cyclosporine generics actually fulfilled the 90--111 % range. It is obvious that the indirect comparison cannot meet the tightened acceptance range of 90--111 %.

The exceeded case is noted in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, where the 90 % CI for AUC was within a wider range of 80--125 %, but the C~max~ (94.5--126.5 %) exceeded the margin. The adverse events of cyclosporine were screened in the database of The Netherlands Pharmacovigilance Centre Lareb, and no potential events related to formulation switching were found. However, it is acknowledged that pharmacovigilance databases like the one from Lareb suffer from under-reporting. Also, the fact that generic-generic exchange is not expected to occur regularly for this drug may add to the lack of reports regarding the issues for generic cyclosporine drugs. Thus, although bio-inequivalence is not indicated by our results, it is uncertain if the deviation from the 90 % acceptance criteria for cyclosporine leads to a different benefit-risk in the clinic.

### Tacrolimus {#Sec17}

Due to a long and variable elimination half-life of 11--16 h in the patients \[[@CR32], [@CR23]\], an accumulation of tacrolimus concentration would be expected in treatment and thus a difference in single dose C~max~ level is not expected to clinically impact the treatment. According to other literature \[[@CR33]--[@CR36]\], therapeutic equivalence between the innovator and generic tacrolimus has been observed without safety concerns. In clinical practice, dose titration is required for tacrolimus treatment in organ transplant patients. Therefore, therapeutic equivalence between different generic tacrolimus drugs is also likely to be the case under such dose titration, and clinical consequences due to our observed minor exceeding in AUC over the 90--111 % limits based on the estimation (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) are not expected.

### Venlafaxine {#Sec18}

As venlafaxine is an extended release formulation, the pharmacological properties are more sensitive to limited differences in the generic drugs compared with immediate release formulation. This could lead to widespread 90 % CIs upon generic-generic drug substitution of venlafaxine. The exceeded cases are noted in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, in which one case for AUC and seven cases for C~max~ exceeded a wider range of 75--133 %, which indeed indicates an uncertainty related to clinical consequences. However, for extended release formulations, the demonstration of bioequivalence under three conditions is required by EMA, i.e., single dose fasting and fed and steady state \[[@CR2], [@CR37], [@CR22]\]. In our study, for most comparisons between generic drugs, bioequivalence under only one of the requested conditions could not be demonstrated. This situation is quite different from the immediate release formulation where only one pivotal bioequivalence study is requested. Since in all cases, bioequivalence is demonstrated under difference situations, the probability of inequivalence under only one condition affecting clinical outcomes is expected to be limited. Of note, FDA requires only bioequivalence under single-dose fed condition for the registration of venlafaxine generic drugs; thus, the situation of interchangeability for venlafaxine generic drugs in the USA can be different from Europe \[[@CR38]\]. In literature, bio-inequivalence in fasted state for venlafaxine 75 mg has been reported between the generic and the innovator drug approved by FDA \[[@CR39]\].

In this study, an initial cohort of APIs was defined based on the registration date of generic drugs, which was considered to be independent of bias, for instance potential difficulties of demonstration of bioequivalence. The initial cohort contained a large number of APIs (*n* = 21), allowing a valid selection from the cohort. The selected 6 APIs from the initial cohort are not considered to be the easy cases in terms of the demonstration of bioequivalence, for instance, atorvastatin, bicalutamide, and venlafaxine. A selection bias (except for the immunosuppressants that were included in the study) is not expected. Furthermore, the selected APIs had large numbers of generic drugs, e.g., atorvastatin (18 generic brands), bicalutamide (18), olanzapine (20), and venlafaxine (19) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Although the selected APIs may not be the APIs with the largest number of generic drugs, they can still be considered to be representative to a general pattern of registered generic drugs.

The study results are in line with our previous study \[[@CR9]\] and comparative bioavailability study \[[@CR10]\] for investigation into the generic-generic interchangeability of topiramate and gabapentin. Furthermore, for tacrolimus, our findings are in line with a similar study performed by Herranz et al. \[[@CR40]\]. Consistently, when considering all 120 bioequivalence studies in this investigation, the mean absolute deviation of the ratios from 100 % in this set of generics was 4.5 % for AUC and 5.1 % for C~max~. These figures are also comparable with the results of a study from the FDA \[[@CR5]\], which showed that the mean absolute deviation from 100 % for AUC and C~max~ being 3.6 and 4.4 %, respectively. In our opinion, strengthened by justified unbiased selection of drugs, it is reasonable to assume that our estimation of generic-generic interchangeability from this study can be generalized as an overall pattern for a larger group of registered generic medicines.

Recently, a retrospective study reported a significant difference in serum level between generic phenytoin drugs and an increased seizure event rate following switching from one to other generic drug in Korean patients \[[@CR41]\]. However, the possible selection bias was not justified for the study. The patients for whom the records of serum phenytoin levels were available may have been more susceptible for instable treatment effects, resulting in higher risk of seizures. Furthermore, the causal relationship between the generic phenytoin switching and decrease in serum level (and increase in seizure events) cannot be concluded, since it is unclear when the serum phenytoin levels were recorded, what daily dose was administrated and which generic drug was used in the pre- and post-interchange period in every patient. Thus, further research is warranted for the generic drugs involved in that study, and the conclusion may not be extrapolated to other generic drugs. In some papers, it is proposed that for registration, generic drugs should not only be compared to their innovator, but also to other generics that are already on the market. In our opinion, such a request would not be realistic. Further, this would even need to be repeated when another generic is applied for. Based on the outcome of this study, the actual chance of having a 90 % CI outside the criteria upon exchange of generics in direct comparisons is expected to be small. However, the possibility of exceeding the 80--125 % margin in the real life conditions cannot be excluded. Of note, the 80--125 % criterion is not directly linked to efficacy or safety. Thus, exceedance of the 80--125 % margin cannot be directly interpreted as resulting in clinical consequences per se.

Conclusion {#Sec19}
==========

Based on a conservative approach, our study demonstrates that more than 80 % of the registered generic drugs were not only bioequivalent to the innovator but also to each other. Due to methodological constraints in our comparison, the 90 % CIs obtained in this study are generally larger than in the actual within-study comparisons. Therefore, we expect that the actual percentage of generics being bioequivalent to other generics in the actual clinical setting will be higher than 80 %. However, our results also imply that formal bioequivalence between generics could not be demonstrated in maximally 20 % of the cases. Still, the magnitude by which the 90 % CIs boundary is exceeded should not be interpreted as the actual difference between generic drugs in clinical practice \[[@CR21]\], and in the vast majority of the cases, the exceedance of the acceptance criteria is limited. Further, although bioequivalence could not be demonstrated in some cases, in none of the cases the reverse, i.e., bio-inequivalence was demonstrated. Thus, although the results are not fully reassuring, we consider a pronounced risk upon generic-generic exchange in clinical practice as unlikely. Overall, our study suggests that exposure-related risks associated with the exchange of different generic drugs in clinical practice is limited, and not much increased---if any---to the situation in which a generic is exchanged with the innovator.
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